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Today’s Agenda
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•Getting on the Same Page
•Establishing the Foundation for 
Differentiation
•Discovering Learning Needs
•Low Prep Strategies for                      
Readiness and Interest                 
Differentiation

Opening Activity
ØYou will have three task options to choose from 
(they will be described on the next slide)
ØYou will choose and complete ONE of these 
options.
ØRegardless of which option you                                  
choose, you will need to consult                                      
the definitions and pictures                                         
provided in Handout #1 to                                      
complete your task.
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3 Options (Choose and Complete 1)

Choice 1 Choice 2 Choice 3
• Analyze these 

definitions and 
pictures to decide 
which one best 
explains what 
differentiation is. 

• Write a defense that 
explains why you think 
your choice is the best 
explanation. 

• Use reasons and 
evidence from your 
own experience.

• Using these definitions 
and pictures as 
inspiration, create a 
new analogy or 
metaphor for 
differentiation. 

• You can begin your 
new comparison with 
the phrase, 
“Differentiation is 
like…”. 

• This comparison can 
be written or visual.

• Pick the definition or 
picture that makes the 
most sense to you. 

• Then, rephrase it as 
practical advice you 
would give to a new 
teacher who has asked 
you how to 
differentiate his or her 
classroom.

• You can write in prose 
or create a bulleted 
list of instructions.
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Patterns in Readiness
Assessment: Students were given 3 word problems and asked to     
set up and solve each.

Patterns
Pattern 1: “Got it” (set-up and solved all 3 correctly)                             
Pattern 2: “Made Some Errors” (in either set-up or in solving)   
Pattern 3: “Made Many Errors” (in set-up and solving)

*Adapted from Wiliam (2011). Embedded Formative Assessment

Task  for Pattern 1
You solved all of these       
equations correctly.     
Now make up 3 equations 
for others to solve: 1 that 
is harder than those you 
just solved, 1 that is at 
about the same level,   
and 1 that is easier. 

Task for Pattern 2
[This #] of the 
equations that you 
solved are incorrect. 
Find the incorrect 
solutions and fix   
them

Task for Pattern 3
The highlighted 
portions of each 
equation show where 
you made errors. 
Determine what those 
errors were & fix 
them.
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Giving “Best Fit” Tasks

Task  1
You solved all of these       
equations correctly.     
Now make up 3 equations 
for others to solve: 1 that 
is harder than those you 
just solved, 1 that is at 
about the same level,   
and 1 that is easier. 

Task 2
[This #] of the 
equations that you 
solved are incorrect. 
Find the incorrect 
solutions and fix   
them

Task 3
The highlighted 
portions of each 
equation show where 
you made errors. 
Determine what those 
errors were & fix 
them.

“Got it” 
(set-up and solved all 

3 correctly) 

“Made Some
Errors” 

(in either set-up or in 
solving) 

“Made Many
Errors”                        

(in set-up and solving)
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*Adapted from Wiliam (2011). Embedded Formative Assessment

From the classroom of Jack Stephenson, Evanston Township High School (IL)

Each student 
creates a 
nameplate 
on a index 
card. 

They come 
in each day 
and find out 
where they 
are sitting.

One Approach to Flexible Grouping Amelia Worthington – Louisville, KY
Colored Orbs hang over 
groups of desks to enable 
the teacher to group her 
HS students easily.  

She often hands them the 
correct color popsicle stick 
when they enter to send 
them to their groups.

They record answers on the 
white board using 
corresponding colored 
markers

She can also call on groups 
randomly using the colored 
popsicle sticks.



Readiness
Where a student is in his 
or her grasp of learning 
goals at a certain point     

in time

Interest
Passions, affinities, 

kinships that motivate 
learning

Learning Preference
How a student prefers or 

seems to learn best

Teachers can differentiate by adjusting

Tomlinson, 2014

according to patterns in student 

Content
The information & ideas 

that students grapple with 
in order to reach the 

learning goals

Process
How students take in      

and make sense of the 
content

Product
How students show 

their knowledge, 
understanding, and skill

Differentiation
is a teacher’s proactive response to learner needs

and guided by general principles of differentiation

A Supportive 
Learning 

Environment

Quality 
Curriculum

Assessment that 
Informs 

Teaching & 
Learning

Instruction that 
Responds to 

Student Variance

Flexible 
Grouping & 

Management

shaped by mindset

using a variety of strategies.

Classroom Community
As you watch the following clip, 
think about 
◦The pros and cons of this 
approach

◦How you would encourage the 
use/adaption of  this in                                   
your school

Log for Student Blog-Post Interactions

From Carbaugh, E.M. & Doubet, K.J. (2016). The differentiated flipped classroom. Thousand 
Oaks, CA: Corwin Press. p.22

Comment Etiquette
WHAT IS IT?

Teacher and students 
explore/evaluate online comments 
(e.g., YouTube, news, music sites) as a 
class, then in small groups

Class emerges with a collection of 
“examples” and “non-examples” of 
effective reviews.

Students can create their own 
responses with the goal of emulating 
constructive responses while 
eliminating destructive retorts 
(Carbaugh & Doubet, 2016).

HOW CAN IT HELP?

Real comments lend authenticity, 
investment, and motivation

Although comments are ubiquitous, 
most do NOT serve as models to 
emulate

Helps students become better con-
sumers and producers of digital text

Can practice in a “sheltered” 
environment before going “live”



Comment 
Etiquette

Sample YouTube Comments

Kidblog – Practice/Modeling

6-Word Memoirs
6-WORD MEMOIR DIRECTIONS

See if you can sum up “your” story in SIX 
WORDS.  Make sure you incorporate several 
story elements (plot, conflict, setting, 
character, theme, etc.)

From the menu on the left, choose “Social 
Graphics”; from that menu choose “Instagram 
Posts”

Choose the template you like the best and  
click on it to ”customize it” for your memoir

At the top, click “Download” to save it to your 
desktop. Upload the image and post it on this 
padlet: 
https://padlet.com/doubetkj/MemoirLife As We Knew It by Susan Beth Pfeffer

How might you 
use this 

information?

How might you use 
this information?



Fast Facts - Math!

4-(i4) words to 

describe you

2+ (2-3)+4 of your 

favorite activities 

outside of school

80+ 1 things you plan 

to do after high 

school

300 x 10-2 of your 

favorite books

!
(1) Use the index cards to provide the following  information  about yourself:

(2) Next, in your quad, compare your answers the number solutions for 

each prompt. Make any necessary revisions.  

(3) As a group, create a four-way Venn Diagram that depicts the similarities 

and differences among you. (Remember that your cards are a “hands-on” tool!)

Ali Curwin
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Fast Facts - Chemistry!

Oxygen words to 

describe you

Boron of your 

favorite activities 

outside of school

Helium things you 

plan to do after high 

school

Carbon of your 

favorite books and/or 

movies

!
(1) Use the index cards and the periodic table (atomic numbers) 

to provide the following  information about yourself:

(2) Next, in your quad, compare your answers the number 

solutions for each prompt. Make any necessary revisions.  

Based on an idea by Ali Curwin - JMU© 2016 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT

As a group, create a 
four-way Venn 
Diagram that depicts 
the similarities 
and differences 
among you.

Remember that your 
cards are a “hands-
on” tool!
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Ali Curwin



From the Co-Taught Classroom of Michael O’Malley – Fairfax County Public Schools

Interest Pre-Assessment

Design a Pie Chart to show what you’re interested in  Make at least 5 
sections; represent your interests in decimals, fractions, and percents.

© 2016 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT 22

Pie Charts to be used later to introduce 
Percentages and Probability

JFHMS – 7th Grade

© 2016 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT 23

Pie Charts using Paper Plates – Also a 
Pre-Assessment on Percentages

© 2016 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT 24



Attendance Questions
As soon as the bell rings, Carson begins taking attendance with an 
“attendance question.”  The question changes every day. Students respond 
when she calls their names with their response to the day’s question, and 
perhaps a brief justification for their response. “Okay, people, this is a big 
one today.  Definitive answer.  Coke or Pepsi?”  On another day, she begins, 
“Okay folks, you’ve just been given a sampler box of Russell Stover candy, 
but the map is missing.  You bite into a piece and much to your dismay, find 
out you’ve chosen a______________.”  

Before long, the students bring her slips of paper and whisper, “Here’s an 
attendance question.  This is a really good one.”  

“I love the idea that I start off all my classes with every kid speaking, every 
kid having a right answer, right away,” explains Carson.  “And then they also 
start to make connections around the room.”

Tomlinson, C.A. & Doubet, K.J. (2005). You’ve got to reach them to teach them.  
Educational Leadership, 62 (7), 8-15. 

From the classroom of Julie Mallory, Evanston Township High School

Graffiti Wall
Teacher writes a phrase, topic, or category on the board. 

Students respond with ideas and perspectives.

Kelly’s Twist

Kelly Freehill – Via Twitter – September 7, 2012

Content Area Connections

•Math
• Fast Facts
• Pie Charts
•Science:                         
•My Periodic Table –

The Elements of Me
•A Topographical Map 

of my Life
•My Personal Ecosystem

•Social Studies:          
•Unearthing Me: My 

Primary Sources and 
Artifacts
•A Timeline of my Life
•Language Arts:           
• Soundtrack of my 

Life
• Personal Crest



There’s no such thing as a 
neutral learning environment 
– for every kid, it’s either 
positive or negative

~David Sousa – Brain Researcher

The Bottom Line Ongoing Classroom Assessment

The process of taking regular and 
varied snapshots of students’ 
learning before, during, and/or 
following instruction for the 
purpose of informing next-steps in 
planning 
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Ongoing Classroom Assessment

Fuel for effective teaching & learning

DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018

Strategies: 
Stoplight and Show Your Cards

v What do you 
appreciate about 
these strategies?

v What would you 
change or do 
differently?

DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018



End of Lesson/Assessment Routine

https://www.teachingc
hannel.org/videos/dail
y-lesson-assessment

Another Option
Pose one 
question or 
prompt and ask 
students to place 
their answers 
according to how 
certain they are of 
their response.

From Doubet & Hockett (in press) 
Differentiation in the Elementary Grades: Strategies to Engage and Equip All Learners. ASCD.

Strategy: Show Your Cards
• Students create cards labeled with 
their own words for how they “feel” 
at different levels of confidence.

• Teacher prompts students to use 
cards in response to 
questions/prompts at pivotal points 
in a lesson for a quick visual of 
students’ self-assessment.

• All students, regardless of card 
color, need to be ready to explain 
their thinking if/when called upon.

DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018

As shown in the classroom of 
Steven English

Quick Self-Assessment Checks
Response Cards on Desks 
(red/yellow/green)

Thumbs up, Thumbs 
down, Thumbs sideways

How many bars do you 
have (as in cell phone 
signal)?

DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018



© 2016 DOUBET & HOCKETT

Plickers
What strategy are you                          
most likely to try?
◦ A. Stoplight 
◦ B. Show your Cards
◦ C. Cell Phone Bars
◦ D. THIS (Plickers)

© 2018 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT

DIRECTIONS:  
Choose your answer; then hold your card up 

with the letter of your answer facing up.

ULTIMATE Goal of Formative 
Assessment

Formative 
Assessment

© 2016 DOUBET & HOCKETT

EXIT CARDS

Simple Strategy for Assessing Student 
Understanding…

© 2016 DOUBET & HOCKETT



Exit Slip Examples
Examine the Exit Slip and Frayer Diagram 
examples on the next 32 slides (8 pages) 
in your handout.
Use the sticky notes or a pen/pencil to 
identify 
◦ 1-2 examples you could use as is
◦ 2-3 examples you could adapt and                          

use in your work

Be ready to share your selections with a 
colleague

© 2016 DOUBET & HOCKETT

General Exit Card Prompts

Prompts you can 
use in a variety of 
situations

DEFEND OR DESTROY
• Select 2 claims from the list: one that 

you can “defend” and one that you 
want to “destroy.” 

• Use evidence from [e.g., the text, the 
documents/ sources] and your 
reasoning to   explain and justify your 
thinking.

From  Doubet, K.J.  & Hockett, J.A. (20165). Differentiation 
in middle and high school. Alexandria, VA: ASCD.

IMPORTANT THINGS

•Some important things about [e.g., cell 
respiration] are _____________ and 
_________________.

• But the MOST important thing  about  
[e.g., cell respiration] is 
_____________ because….

From  Doubet, K.J.  & Hockett, J.A. (20165). Differentiation 
in middle and high school. Alexandria, VA: ASCD.



MISUNDERSTANDINGS

• One misunderstanding someone 
might have about [e.g., how to 
solve this problem] is _________

• Here’s what I might say to that 
person to help them better 
understand the “truth”:

From  Doubet, K.J.  & Hockett, J.A. (20165). Differentiation 
in middle and high school. Alexandria, VA: ASCD.

Be Sure To
• What should someone “be sure to do” when 

[solving this kind of problem/considering this 
kind of evidence]

• He/She should be sure to…

• …because…

From  Doubet, K.J.  & Hockett, J.A. (20165). Differentiation 
in middle and high school. Alexandria, VA: ASCD.

Name: __________________  Date: _______

◦ What was the point of today’s lesson?

◦ What’s all “squared away” for you?

◦ What from today’s lesson can’t you quite 
wrap your head around yet?

Rebecca Yaple – Norfolk, VA

One Teacher’s Daily Routine

From Doubet & Hockett (2015). Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to 
Engage All Learners. ASCD.

Exit Card: How Many Bars?
After today's lesson, I have . . .

◦____Full bars. I'm getting it!
◦____Some bars. I'm in and out with this.
◦____No bars. Lost signal . . .

Specifically, here's where I think I need 
better "coverage":

From Doubet & Hockett (2015). Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to 
Engage All Learners. ASCD.
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From Doubet & Hockett (In Press). Differentiation in the Elementary Grades: Strategies to 

Engage and Equip All Learners. ASCD.

Content-Specific Exit Card Prompts

Prompts used in 
specific classrooms 

based on a 
particular lesson’s 

KUDs

DEFINE IT

DRAW and LABEL 2 
EXAMPLES

DRAW and LABEL 2 NON-
EXAMPLES

IMPORTANT CLUES

Text Features

From Doubet & Hockett (2015). Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to 
Engage All Learners. ASCD.

3-2-1 Exit Slip

•3 reasons we use commas
•2 examples of commas used in 
two different ways.
•1 thing I hope you will explain 
again tomorrow:

From Doubet & Hockett (In Press). Differentiation in the Elementary Grades: Strategies to 
Engage and Equip All Learners. ASCD.



3-2-1 Card - ELA

Name:

3 keys to success when using adjectives in 
writing

2 examples of purposeful and powerful use of an 
adjective…

1 thing I’m hoping you explain better or re-teach 
in a different way…

From Doubet & Hockett (2015). Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to 
Engage All Learners. ASCD.

Exit Card: Fiction
Say It in a Sentence: 

What do you think ______ is trying to get 
______ to see, understand, and/or do in 
the part of the story we read for today? 

How do you know? (Cite specific examples 
and evidence from the text.)

From Doubet & Hockett (2015). Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to 
Engage All Learners. ASCD.

Writing
Transitional Sentences

Define It Give Importance

Give 2 different efficient 
examples

Give 2 different inefficient 
examples

From Doubet & Hockett (2015). Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to 
Engage All Learners. ASCD.

DEFINE IT

DRAW and LABEL 2 
EXAMPLES

DRAW and LABEL 2 NON-
EXAMPLES

IMPORTANT CLUES

Polygons

Math

From Doubet & Hockett (2015). Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to 
Engage All Learners. ASCD.



Linear Equations
3: Provide three ways in which we can solve a system of 
linear equations. 

2: Write two questions you have about solving systems 
of linear equations. 

1: Solve this one system of equations using the method 
of your choice. Then, explain why or why not another 
method would also work. 

x – y = 11
2x + y = 19

Jennifer Monk

From Doubet & Hockett (2015). Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to 
Engage All Learners. ASCD.

Systems of Equations
Solve this system of equations using any of the 
three methods we have studied: 

◦ 16x – 10y = 10
◦ -8x – 6 = 6

Indicate which method you used and explain WHY 
you chose that method. 

What is one way that this system of equations 
could be used in the real world?” 

Jennifer Monk

From Doubet & Hockett (2015). Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to 
Engage All Learners. ASCD.

Congruence
Definition Attributes of Congruent Figures

Draw and Explain 2 Examples: Draw and Explain 2 Non-Examples:

From Doubet & Hockett (2015). Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to 
Engage All Learners. ASCD.

Physical Science

C

A ball rolls down the hill from point A to point B 
and then up the hill where it comes to a stop at 
point C.  Assume the ball is moving at 5 m/sec at 
point B.  

•Does it have any energy at B or C?  Explain.

•If it has energy at both points, at which point 
does it have more energy? Why?

A

B

Kristina Doubet with  
Madison County, VA Teachers



Sketch ‘N’ Write

•Sketch two non-renewable resources that you 
used in school or at home today. 

•What makes these resources non-renewable?

•Sketch pictures of two renewable resources that 
you used in school or at home today. 

What makes these resources non-renewable?

From Doubet & Hockett (2017). Differentiation in the Elementary Grades: Strategies to 
Engage and Equip All Learners. ASCD.

Exit Card: Science
Coach Turner throws a baseball up in the air. 
As it comes back down, what happens to the 
speed of the baseball and why? Provide a 
scientific explanation! 

A fifth grade student claims (and she is 
serious) that for a force to exist, two objects 
need to be in direct contact. What would be 
your expert response to her claim? 

Amy Germundson

From Doubet & Hockett (2015). Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to 
Engage All Learners. ASCD.

Exit Card: Theatre Arts

Reflect on the production we just watched in terms 
of set design.  Describe your opinion of

• The most powerful aspect of set design
• The least powerful aspect of set design

In you answers, be sure to discuss the impact of set 
design on the quality of the overall performance.

From Doubet & Hockett (2015). Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to 
Engage All Learners. ASCD.

Exit Card: Spanish
Your friend has left you a message on your 
Facebook wall to let you know what she wants 
to do this weekend. 

Use the verb tense we’re studying and the 
target vocabulary from this chapter to write 
her 3-sentence message:

From Doubet & Hockett (2015). Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to 
Engage All Learners. ASCD.



World Language
Verb Tense: ______________________

English Equivalent (of the 
tense)

When to Use

Regular Verb Examples Irregular Verb Examples

From Doubet & Hockett (2015). Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to 
Engage All Learners. ASCD.

Physical Education
Resistance Training

Definition Types

Associated Exercises Applications [to fitness regimens]

From Doubet & Hockett (2015). Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to 
Engage All Learners. ASCD.

Exit Card: Health
Think about what you ate yesterday. Did your 
choices reflect the advice of the latest USDA 
guidelines? Why or why not? (Your response 
should show that you understand what the 
guidelines are!)

Think about what you’ve eaten so far today. 
Specifically, what would you need to eat for 
the rest of the day in order to meet the USDA 
guidelines?

From Doubet & Hockett (2015). Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to 
Engage All Learners. ASCD.

Interest Exit Card Prompts

Prompts you can 
use to monitor 
progress and gauge 
interest.



FA Prompts that Activate Interest/Reflection

This Just In!

1. Restate the most interesting thing you have 
learned this week as either a news headline or a 
billboard sign.

2. Explain what made this interesting to you.

From Doubet & Hockett (2017). Differentiation in the Elementary Grades: 
Strategies to Engage and Equip All Learners. ASCD.

FA Prompts that Activate Interest/Reflection

Rank and Relate
1. Rank the following [topics, people, events] that 
we’ve studied in order of how interesting they are 
to you (5= most interesting; 1 = least interesting)

2. How are the topics that you ranked #1 and #5 
related or connected to each other

From Doubet & Hockett (2017). Differentiation in the Elementary Grades: 
Strategies to Engage and Equip All Learners. ASCD.

FA Prompts that Activate Interest/Reflection

How do you Want to Learn?

As we continue our lesson on 
______________ tomorrow, would you 
rather learn about it by
•Watching _________?
•Reading __________?
•Listening to __________?

From Doubet & Hockett (2017). Differentiation in the Elementary Grades: 
Strategies to Engage and Equip All Learners. ASCD.

FA Prompts that Activate Interest/Reflection

What is Making Things Click?

1. What happens in this class that helps you 
learn (for example, strategies, the way ideas are 
presented, your grouping configurations, etc.)?

2. What’s one thing I (your teacher) could do to 
improve [this class, this unit, this topic] for you?

From Doubet & Hockett (2017). Differentiation in the Elementary Grades: 
Strategies to Engage and Equip All Learners. ASCD.
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But NOW what do I do…?

DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018

Readiness Interest Learning Profile

HOW?? Teachers can differentiate according to student

when 
the goal 

is

Academic 
Growth Motivation Efficiency

when 
the goal 

is

when 
the goal 

is

Based on Tomlinson, 2014
© 2018 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT

My Favorite “No!”NO! NO!

§ Teacher poses an opening question (OR an exit question from 
the previous day OR student responses posted to a discussion 
board the night before, etc. )

§ Teacher chooses a common and critical error in student work 
to highlight

§ Teacher rewrites the response/error (in her own handwriting) 
and explains to students that it’s her “Favorite No” because 1) 
it highlights a key learning point that many students confuse, 
and 2) it features some “good math” along with the mistake

§ The teacher leads the class in discussion of what’s been done 
correctly in the problem, and then moves to an error analysis

§ All students complete a similar problem to show that they can 
avoid the mistake, or “favorite no,” in their future work.

DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018 Strategy by Leah Alcala



Language:  Similar procedure to math, but focus on a common error 
in grammar, spelling, punctuation, structure, etc.
Reading:  Listen to recordings of students discussing a story in small 
groups.  Focus on a misconception that arises about the characters, 
plot, conflict, etc.

History:  Focus on a common misconception revealed by student 
responses to a prompt about a cause and effect relationship.
Science:  Focus on a common misconception revealed by student 
responses to a prompt about the variables in an experiment.
Physcial Education:  Watch students performing an exercise. Focus 
on a required correction in posture, technique, etc.

Arts:  Observe students utilizing a certain technique. Focus on an 
aspect of the technique that needs sharpening.

“Favorite No” in other Subjects

DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018

My Favorite “No-s”
ØForm small groups according to the patterns of 
common errors students are making
ØGive them a sample of student work to examine, 
evaluate, and correct
ØProvide a way of each group checking their 
accuracy (answer key, a recording – audio or visual)
ØAsk each individual student to solve a new 
problem or problems (to make sure they can 
correct their errors independently)

DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018

Simple Strategies
ØTurn to a partner
ØLogographic Cues
ØFormatting 
ØPre-writing (written or recorded)
ØSentence stems
ØPairing verbal and written directions
ØRecorded “tutorials” for common issues

Use Recordings
üOf task directions 

Allow students to rewind and play 
back as needed for clarification

üOf student thinking
Allow students to capture their 
thoughts/planning before                 
beginning work and then play back 
while writing or solving

DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018



Highlighted Texts
About 15% of a chapter/article – e.g., 
Introduction
Conclusion
Critical passages
Key graphics

Intended for second-language learners
Also helpful for students:

With ADHD
With learning Disabilities
Who have difficulty making meaning
Who struggle with reading

Tomlinson, 2008

Tiering the Text

From Carbaugh, E.M. & Doubet, K.J. (2016). The differentiated flipped classroom: A practical guide to digital 
learning. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press. 

Tiered Graphic Organizers (Original Reading Organizer)

AS YOU READ… AFTER YOU READ…

•Important words:

•Main ideas:

•Puzzling passages:

•Powerful passages:

•Meaning of important words:

•Why ideas are important:

•Questions about passages:

•Reactions/why powerful:

DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018

AS YOU READ… AFTER YOU READ…

•Important words:
•Communicable (p.56):  you can “catch” it from 
someone else
•Non-communicable (p.56): you can NOT “catch” it 
from someone else
•Invincible (p. 58): No one can stop you!
•Immortal (p.60): You cannot die OR you will always 
be remembered

•Main ideas (physical risks, 
psychological risks, decision-making)

•Puzzling passages:

•Powerful passages:

•Hints to Remember Meaning of 
important words:

•Why ideas are important (Find the 
highlighted  parts of the text)

•Questions about passages:

•Reactions/why powerful:

Reading Organizer with Fewer Steps/More Structure

DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018



AS YOU READ… AFTER YOU READ…

•Key Vocabulary/ 
Passages:

•Debatable passages:

•Overarching 
Ideas/Patterns:

•Why ideas are 
important:

•Points of Contention:

•Importance of 
Patterns:

AS or AFTER…

•Respond to this 
passage in the voice 
and perspective of 
________________:

Reading Organizer with More Facets/Greater Leaps

DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018

Differentiated Planning Tools
Vary the level of 
support and 
guidance to keep 
ALL students “on 
their toes” but 
not “over their 
heads”.

© 2018 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT

Outline –
Traditional 

I. Main Idea: ________________________
A. Sub Idea: ___________________________

1. Supporting Detail: _____________________
2. Supporting Detail: ______________________
3. Supporting Detail: _______________________

B. Sub Idea : ________________________
1. Supporting Detail : ________________________
2. Supporting Detail : ________________________
3. Supporting Detail : ________________________

II. Main Idea : ________________________
A. Sub Idea : ________________________

1. Supporting Detail : ________________________
2. Supporting Detail : ________________________
3. Supporting Detail : ________________________

B. Sub Idea : ________________________
1. Supporting Detail : ________________________
2. Supporting Detail : ________________________
3. Supporting Detail : ________________________

Outline – Scaffolded
I. Main Idea: ________________________

A. Supporting Detail : ________________________
B. Supporting Detail : ________________________
C. Supporting Detail : ________________________
D. Supporting Detail : ________________________

II. Main Idea : ________________________
A. Supporting Detail : ________________________
B. Supporting Detail : ________________________
C. Supporting Detail : ________________________
D. Supporting Detail : ________________________

Now, number your details in the order you want to discuss them,



Plickers
What strategy are you                          
most likely to try?
◦ A. Highlighted Texts
◦ B. Tiered Texts
◦ C. Recorded directions
◦ D. Graduated Organizers

© 2018 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT

DIRECTIONS:  
Choose your answer; then hold your card up 

with the letter of your answer facing up.

Readiness Interest Learning Profile

HOW?? Teachers can differentiate according to student

when 
the goal 

is

Academic 
Growth Motivation Efficiency

when 
the goal 

is

when 
the goal 

is

Based on Tomlinson, 2014
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Two Kinds of Interest
PERSONAL INTEREST
oInterests of personal value    
that students bring to the 
classroom
oDeveloped over time
oActivated internally
oBeyond the teacher’s control
oArises in part from      
situational interest
oImportant for “holding” 
students

SITUATIONAL INTEREST 
oInterests that arise in or 
from a situation
oSpontaneous or “in-the-
moment”
oActivated by the 
environment
oWithin the teacher’s control
oPrecedes personal interest
oImportant for “hooking” 
students
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Interest Problem	Text

Traditional
A	sample	of	ten	middle	school	students	was	asked	to	count	the	number	of	writing	utensils	that	
they	own.	Their	responses	are	represented	in	the	following	set	of	numbers:

5,	4,	2,	10,	6,	14,	8,	5,	1,	8
• What	is	average	of	the	set	numbers?
• What	is	the	median	of	the	set	of	numbers?
• Create	a	“five-number	summary”	of	the	data	and	display	it	in	boxplot	format
• What	patterns	do	you	see	in	the	data?	

Video	
Games

A	sample	of	ten	middle	school	students	that	play	video	games	was	asked	how	many	hours	they	
spend	playing	each	week.	Their	responses	are	represented	in	the	following	set	of	numbers:

5,	4,	2,	10,	6,	14,	8,	5,	1,	8
[same	questions	as	traditional	problem]

Social	
Media

A	sample	of	ten	middle	school	students	that	use	Facebook	was	asked	how	many	status	updates	
they	post	each	week.	Their	responses	are	represented	in	the	following	set	of	numbers:

5,	4,	2,	10,	6,	14,	8,	5,	1,	8
[same	questions	as	traditional	problem]

Sports The	girl’s	basketball	coach	was	frustrated	with	the	amount	of	players	fouling	out.	For	the	next	five	
games,	the	coach	kept	a	record	of	every	time	a	player	committed	a	foul.	The	numbers	below	

represent	each	player’s	total	amount	of	fouls	over	a	five-game	period.	

5,	4,	2,	10,	6,	14,	8,	5,	1,	8
[same	questions	as	traditional	problem]

Adjusting Algebra Problems to Appeal to Student Interest

From Carbaugh, E.M. & Doubet, K.J. (2016). The differentiated flipped classroom. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press.92



◦ Students choose from the following ad options and 
report to the corresponding corner:

1. Sports Drinks
2. Hair Products
3. Game Systems  
4. Phones

◦ In pairs or groups of 3 with others who chose same 
option, students analyze the ads (on their chosen topic) 
for techniques used, strengths and weaknesses, and 
recommendations for improvement.

Corners Interest Inquiry Groups4
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1. Make a claim and explain your 
rationale. Say what you think, and why.

The most powerful/important 
take-away is ______________
Because: _________________ 
[explain the idea’s virtues]

2. Add or supporting evidence for the 
claim. Read your peer’s claim. In this box, 
add something that would support that 
claim or make it stronger.

Give more reasons to support Box 1.

3. Make a counter-claim or provide 
evidence that challenges the claim. In this 
box, make a claim or provide evidence that 
argues against what is written in boxes 1 
and 2.

Respectfully disagree with Box 1-2:

I see your point, but __________

Have you considered __________ ?

4. Add your “two cents.” Read what is 
written in the three boxes. Add your 
opinion and your reasoning in this box.

Bring this discussion to a close in the way 
YOU want to.

2015 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT – DIFFERENTIATION IN MIIDDLE AND HIIGH SCHOOL
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Prompts for DTC… etc.!!
Validating or Extending

(Box 2)
Probing or Challenging

(Box 3)
Summarizing or Closing

(Box 4)

• “You made a good 
point when you 
said…”

• “Am I correct in 
understanding 
that…?”

• “I like that idea. In 
addition, ….”

• “I hadn’t considered 
that… It makes me 
wonder…”

• “While… may be true, it’s 
also important to 
consider…”

• “I see what you’re saying, 
but I also think/wonder…”

• “I understand that…On the 
other hand….”

• “What about this idea…?”
• “How does that mesh 

with…?”
• “Some people might say…”

• “It seems like we agree 
that…but that we 
disagree that…”

• “I/we need to better 
understand…”

• “A next step might be…”
• The bottom line seems 

to be…”
• “Taking all perspectives 

into consideration...”

From Doubet & Hockett, “Classroom Discourse AS Civil Discourse:  Instructional Strategies that Cultivate 
Civility.” Mansucript submitted to Educational Leadership.

1. Say what you think and WHY.

“The biggest problem is… Here’s why:”

2. Add evidence to make the position in 
Box 1 stronger, even if you don’t 
agree.

“Another reason this is a big problem is…”
OR

“That’s also true because...”

3.  Offer a possible solution to the 
problem discussed in Box 1 and Box 2.

“One strategy for overcoming this problem 
might be…”  

4. Make a comment about the solution in 
Box 3 OR offer another solution.

“This solution would work well because…”
OR

“Another solution might be…”

Debate Team Carousel: Problem-Solution

100Doubet & Hockett (2015) Differentiation in Middle and High School. ASCD
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Debate Team carousel
ASKS STUDENTS TO ENGAGE IN THE PROCESS 
OF CLAIM/COUNTER CLAIM WITH EVIDENCE 
(INCLUDING TEXTUAL SUPPORT); ALL 
STUDENTS BOTH “ TALK” AND “LISTEN”
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Please Stay in Touch!

@KJDoubet

DoubetKJ@jmu.edu

www.KristinaDoubet.com


